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Abstract
In this article, we introduce the Special Issue, Value Sensitive Design: Charting the Next Decade, which arose from a week-
long workshop hosted by Lorentz Center, Leiden, The Netherlands, November 14–18, 2016. Forty-one researchers and 
designers, ranging in seniority from doctoral students to full professors, from Australia, Europe, and North America, and 
representing a wide range of academic fields participated in the workshop. The first article in the special issue puts forward 
eight grand challenges for value sensitive design to help guide and shape the field. It is followed by 16 articles consisting of 
value sensitive design nuggets—short pieces of writing on a new idea, method, challenge, application, or other concept that 
engages some aspect of value sensitive design. The nuggets are grouped into three clusters: theory, method, and applica-
tions. Taken together the grand challenges and nuggets point the way forward for value sensitive design into the next decade 
and beyond.

Keywords Value sensitive design · Design research · Grand challenges · Design theory · Design methods · Applications

Value sensitive design (VSD), under development for 
over two decades, offers a theoretical and methodological 
framework for bringing human values into design processes 
(Friedman 2004; Van den Hoven 2013; Davis and Nathan 
2014; Friedman and Hendry 2019). Computing and infor-
mation technologies are increasingly being embedded into 
nearly all aspects of society and their impacts are pervasive, 
diffuse, and long-term.

To envision how the field of value sensitive design might 
be nurtured and developed over the next ten years a five-day 
workshop was developed: Value Sensitive Design: Chart-
ing the Next Decade, Lorentz Center, Leiden, The Neth-
erlands, November 14–18, 2016, organized by the special 
issue editors. Forty-one researchers and designers, rang-
ing in seniority from doctoral students to full professors, 
from Australia, Europe, and North America participated in 
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the workshop.1 The research disciplines represented at the 
workshop included civil and environmental engineering, 
computer science, design, digital media, ethics and tech-
nology, human-computer interaction, law and tech policy, 
library and information science, and management informa-
tion systems.

This special issue of the Journal reports on this Lorentz 
workshop. The specific goals were (1) To identify a set of 
grand challenges to shape the next 10 years of work in value 
sensitive design; (2) To identify community resources that 
could be built to help the value sensitive design research 
community to flourish over the next decade; and (3) To build 
a value sensitive design research community comprised of 
young and senior scholars. These goals arose from a smaller 
one-day workshop the previous year at the Fifth Decennial 
Conference on Critical Alternatives, Aarhus, Denmark 
(Friedman et al. 2015).

The Lorentz workshop comprised a mix of varied for-
mats, including distinguished conversations with leading 
researchers, workshopping papers, hands-on experiences 
with demonstrations of value sensitive design methods and 
pedagogical approaches, and many informal opportunities 
for intellectual exchange, including unconference sessions. 
The workshop also included time for interactive peer-review 
and writing sessions. In keeping with the aim of the work-
shop, participants worked on the identification of grand chal-
lenges. The workshop also gave participants an opportunity 
to write a “VSD nugget.”

The first article of this special issue reports on eight grand 
challenges for value sensitive design. Grand challenges are 
open areas for new work that often benefit from collabo-
rations among multiple researchers and research groups in 
order to make progress. Grand challenges should be compel-
ling, motivating researchers to contribute to advancements in 
a field. A key goal of the Lorentz workshop was to identify 
a set of grand challenges that would help focus efforts of 
the value sensitive design community for the coming dec-
ade, bringing forward new issues, opportunities, aims, and 
aspirations.

The next 16 articles are value sensitive design nuggets. 
Put simply, a nugget is a short piece of writing on a new 

idea, method, challenge, application, or other concept, in 
this case engaging with value sensitive design. Perhaps the 
defining feature of a nugget is its focus on new work. It is an 
opportunity for an author to propose, focus on, and explore 
novel ideas in a short introductory format. With the work of 
a nugget in mind, this collection opens a window to some of 
the newest research and thinking in value sensitive design. 
The nuggets are grouped into three clusters: theory, method, 
and applications.

The first set of nuggets deal with theoretical considerations 
for value sensitive design. Till Winkler and Sarah Spieker-
mann review 20 years of value sensitive design case studies, 
and Naomi Jacobs and Alina Huldtgren argue for mid-level 
ethical theory to undergird value sensitive design. Both nug-
gets turn a self reflective and critical eye towards the current 
state of value sensitive design, while offering considerations 
for future projects. Ibo van de Poel introduces principles for 
designers to account for values changing over time, and Anne 
Weibert, Konstantin Aal, Markus Rohde and Volker Wulf 
introduce insights for designers to scale local experiences to 
global challenges. The theory nuggets conclude with David 
Hendry, Batya Friedman and Stephanie Ballard presenting 
value sensitive design as a formative theory.

The method nuggets propose new techniques to support 
the conceptual, empirical and technical investigations called 
for in value sensitive design. Åke Walldius’ adaptation of 
concept mapping, Maaike Harbers’ agent-based simulations, 
and Christiane Grünloh’s use of technology frames, integrate 
established methods into value sensitive analyses. Annuska 
Zolyomi explores social networking sites as resources for value 
based research. Daisy Yoo’s stakeholder tokens, Ian King’s use 
of science fiction as a value scenario, and Oliver Heger, Bjoern 
Niehaves and Henrik Kampling’s value declarations lay the 
groundwork for entirely new methodological approaches in 
value sensitive design.

The final set of nuggets emphasize application cases. Kari 
Watkins uses her experience creating tools to support public 
transit riders and urban planners to demonstrate how value sen-
sitive design applies to challenges in transportation planning 
and decision making. Nick Logler’s exploration of value ten-
sions in the maker movement brings a value sensitive approach 
to an area attracting increased attention in research and popular 
culture. Qinyu Li, Anne Weibert, Marén Schorch, and Volker 
Wulf combine value sensitive and grounded design to propose 
e-portfolios as a tool for tracking and sharing projects. The 
set of application nuggets closes with Oliver Burmeister and 
David Krep’s use of value sensitive methods to disrupt power 
relations in health studies.

For many years, value sensitive design has sought progress 
(not perfection) in the design of technologies that account for 
human values. This workshop represents one milestone toward 
advancing theory, method, and practice for value sensitive 
design. The grand challenges offer a compelling agenda for 

1 The following individuals participated in the Lorentz Center Work-
shop: Tag Alshehri, Christian Bonnici, Alan Borning, Oliver Bur-
meister, Christian Detweiler, Batya Friedman, Christiane Grünloh, 
Maaike Harbers, Oliver Heger, Donal Heidenblad, David Hendry, 
Alina Huldtgren, Naomi Jacobs, Catholijn Jonker, Ian King, Mar-
jolein Lanzing, Qinyu Li, Nick Logler, René Mahieu, Noëmi Man-
ders-Huits, Jason Millar, David Miller, Lisa Nathan, Bryce Newell, 
Bjoern Niehaves, Anne Nigten, Nassim Parvin, Sarah Spiekermann, 
Luke Stark, Tjerk Timan, Ibo van de Poel, Jeroen van den Hoven, 
Peter van Waart, Aimee van Wynsberghe, Pieter Vermaas, Åke 
Walldius, Kari Watkins, Till Winkler, Volker Wulf, Daisy Yoo, and 
Annuska Zolyomi.
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future research. The nugget collection provides a snapshot into 
the newest ideas, research and work in value sensitive design, 
and reveals the vibrant range of questions engaging value 
sensitive design scholars today. Whether you are a designer, 
researcher, engineer, ethicist, policy maker, or anyone working 
at the intersection of technology and society, we hope that you 
will be stimulated by this special issue.
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